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Dedication

To all the birds, birdwatchers, and bicyclists on Earth.
Namsu liked wandering around neighborhoods with her golden retriever. She wanted to see things from the tops of hills and nearby trees. She also liked watching clouds moving above the hills along with summer butterflies.
Namsu liked wandering around neighborhoods with her golden retriever.

She wanted to see things from the tops of hills and nearby trees.

She also liked watching clouds moving above the hills along with summer butterflies.
Somedays, Namsu biked the long cornfield route from her home to the far reaches of town.

When bicycling, Namsu tended to think about people, giving her worries to the head winds, and being comforted by the back winds.

Day by day. Season by season.
One day, there was a strong spring snow storm in Ames, Iowa. It was a very harsh cold spring in early May.

Her friends told Namsu that Iowa birds would have a hard time finding food and shelter. This somehow took her to the birdwatching memories with her friends at Outer Banks.

On that day, Namsu noticed a beautiful female cardinal hopping around an apple that she had rolled on the snow-covered backyard.
Her friend Pat, who was a birdwatcher and science teacher, taught Namsu and her friends how to watch birds with binoculars.

Namsu was fascinated by the ways of birds.
Encouraged by her friends and inspired by her memories, Namsu built a small bird sanctuary in her backyard and made observations about which birds visited.

When summer came, she bicycled around the town seeing more and more the patterns of bird ways and their worlds.
When the storms were gone and the land turned green, male house finches are jostling for female house finches, trying to find their mating partners.

The paired ones are constantly courting each other with beautiful songs, with their feathers, and feeding each other.
Somedays while riding her bike, Namsu saw house finches carrying various things in their bills, such as twigs, straws, and dog hair for their nests.
On later days in the summer season, Namsu saw birds carrying insects in their bills.

She wondered what those were for?
By July, suddenly her bird sanctuary was full of multiple bird sounds in various pitches.

On the backyard deck, there were three mother birds teaching their fledglings how to fly.
A 50-word summary
A late winter storm came in May to Ames, Iowa, where Namsu lived. She learns seasonal ways of birds’ care and love in an unexpected way.
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